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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel probabilistic generative model for multi-object traffic scene understanding from movable platforms which reasons jointly about the 3D scene layout as well as the location and orientation of objects in the scene. In particular, the scene topology, geometry and traffic activities are inferred from short video sequences. Inspired by the impressive driving capabilities of humans, our model does not rely on GPS, lidar or map knowledge. Instead, it takes advantage of a diverse set of visual cues in the form of vehicle tracklets, vanishing points, semantic scene labels, scene flow and occupancy grids. For each of these cues we propose likelihood functions that are integrated into a probabilistic generative model. We learn all model parameters from training data using contrastive divergence. Experiments conducted on videos of 113 representative intersections show that our approach successfully infers the correct layout in a variety of very challenging scenarios. To evaluate the importance of each feature cue, experiments using different feature combinations are conducted. Furthermore, we show how by employing context derived from the proposed method we are able to improve over the state-of-the-art in terms of object detection and object orientation estimation in challenging and cluttered urban environments.

Index Terms—3D Scene Understanding, Autonomous Driving, 3D Scene Layout Estimation

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent scientific and engineering progress in advanced driver assistance systems and autonomous mobile robots make us believe that cars will be able to drive without human intervention in the near future [31]. While autonomous driving on highways has been successfully demonstrated for several decades [21], navigating urban environments remains an unsolved problem. This is mainly due to the complexity of urban traffic situations and the limited capabilities of current onboard sensors and image understanding algorithms. In recent years, the need for solving the onboard scene understanding problem has been bypassed thanks to the use of manually labeled maps and GPS localization systems, e.g., competitors at the DARPA Urban Challenge [13] or Google’s autonomous car. While leading to impressive solutions, this approach suffers from the fact that up-to-date sub-meter accurate maps will most likely be impossible to acquire in practice. Furthermore, GPS signals are not always available, and localization can become imprecise in the presence of skyscrapers, tunnels or jammed signals. We believe that safe operation of an autonomous car can only be guaranteed if the car can interpret its environment reliably from its own sensory input just like a human driver can navigate unknown environments even without maps [12]. Video cameras are particularly appealing sensors in this context as they are cheap and often readily available in modern vehicles. But what makes the interpretation of urban traffic scenarios so challenging compared to highways and rural roads?

First, the traffic situations are very complex. Many different traffic participants may be present and the geometric layout of roads and crossroads is more variable than the geometry of highways. Unfortunately, the availability of unambiguous visual features is limited since road markings and curb stones are often missing or occluded. Difficult illumination conditions such as cast shadows caused by vegetation or infrastructure easily confuse image processing algorithms. Furthermore, the limited aperture angle of onboard cameras, their low mount point and the limited depth perception of stereo make the inference problem very difficult. As a consequence, only objects close to the observer can be located reliably.

In this paper, we present a method that is able to robustly deal with the inherent difficulties in onboard recognition of urban intersections. Our approach reasons jointly about the 3D scene layout of intersections as well as the location and orientation of objects in the scene. We refer the reader to Fig. 1 for an illustration. Towards this goal we exploit a larger number of visual cues than existing approaches, which typically rely on road markings that are often unavailable. In particular, we propose five different visual cues, which describe the static environment encoded in terms of occupancy grids, semantic labels and vanishing points, as well as the dynamic information of vehicles encoded by scene
flow and vehicle tracklets. As each of these features might be ambiguous and lead to wrong interpretations of the scene, we introduce a probabilistic model that integrates all cues in a principled manner. Our approach is composed of a scalable geometry model for intersections and a probabilistic model that relates the geometry of an intersection to the visual features. We derive learning and inference procedures for this model and demonstrate its performance on video sequences from real-world intersections. Our dataset and a MATLAB/C++ reference implementation is made publicly available.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [30], [33]. Herein, we unify both models and perform a greatly enriched analysis on a variety of different feature combinations, yielding novel insights into the importance of the individual feature cues. Moreover, we propose a principled way to learn the parameters of our model. As the partition function of our joint distribution is intractable, we re-formulate the problem in terms of a Gibbs random field and derive all required potentials. We show how the gradients of this function can be approximated by drawing samples from the model distribution, and learning can be simply performed by gradient ascent on the log-likelihood.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview over related work. In Section 3 we present our probabilistic intersection model as well as our learning and inference procedures. Section 4 gives details on the computation of the visual features. Finally, Section 5 describes the data collection process as well as our experiments. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

In 1986, Ernst Dickmanns and his team equipped a van with cameras and demonstrated the first self-driving car on well-marked streets (i.e., highways) without traffic [21]. Motivated by this success, several efforts have been conducted towards autonomous driving in real traffic [10], [29], [51] triggering research on lane estimation [3], [18], [21], [41], [49] and road detection [1], [2], [17] algorithms. However, simplifying assumptions were made such as low-traffic environments, manual longitudinal control or human intervention for lane changes and highway exits. While the DARPA Urban Challenge [13] came closer to challenging urban traffic situations, the streets were wider than usual, the field of view was unobstructed and only a very limited number of traffic participants were present. Furthermore, GPS in combination with manually annotated maps was necessary for localization and navigation. Subsequently, Google gathered a team of engineers to equip a Toyota Prius with self-driving capabilities. Similarly to the participants of the Urban Challenge, Google’s driver-less car is equipped with a Velodyne 3D laser scanner for perception and requires manually annotated maps at lane-level accuracy for path planning. In contrast, the approach presented in this paper aims at analyzing complex and cluttered scenes in the absence of maps or 3D point clouds.

For a long time intersection understanding has been recognized as a difficult problem [16], [22], [24], [35], [53]. For instance, Luetzeler and Dickmanns [48] extract local image features and match these to a T-shaped intersection model that involves several parameters. They use a multifocal active camera system that allows to detect missing lane boundary segments as an indicator for intersections. Subsequently, the segments are matched with a road map and tracked over time using a Kalman Filter. Zhu et al. [64] use a laser scanner for intersection recognition by searching for positions in front of the vehicle that may serve as a source for long virtual beams that stay collision free in a 2D static grid map. While all existing approaches focus on a small number of simple features such as road markings or 2D grids, in this paper we argue that a bigger picture of the scene that integrates several sources of information in a robust way is able to handle challenging real-world scenarios. In contrast to [64], our method is also able to deal with stereo information, which is much noisier than laser-based measurements.

In computer vision, a large body of work has focused
on estimating 3D from single images [36], [39], [50], [54], [55]. Often, a Manhattan world [7], [43] is assumed to infer vanishing points from line segments. In addition, several methods try to infer the 3D locations of objects in outdoor scenarios [6], [20], [38]. In [14], [23], [60] the camera pose and the location of objects are inferred jointly. Structure-from-motion point clouds are leveraged in [11] to segment and semantically classify the environment. Recently, Singh and Kosecka [56] have proposed a semantic model for urban scene recognition segmenting buildings, road, sky, cars and trees. They employ a trained classifier for pixelwise scene classification in a panoramic image. Unfortunately, most of the existing 3D layout estimation techniques are mainly qualitative, do not model object dynamics, suffer from clutter and lack the level of accuracy necessary for real-world applications such as autonomous driving. Existing methods that take objects into account usually model the scene in terms of a simple ground plane and thus are not able to draw conclusions from the complex interplay of the objects with the larger scene layout. In contrast, we propose a method that is able to extract accurate geometric information by reasoning jointly about static and dynamic elements as well as their interplay.

For a long time, dynamic objects have been considered either in isolation [5], [26], [27], [52] or using simple motion [9], [23], [42], [47], [63] or social interaction [15], [62] models. For example, Choi et al. [15] introduce a hierarchy of activities, modeling the behavior of groups. Methods for unsupervised activity recognition and abnormality detection [44], [59] are able to recover spatio-temporal dependencies using video sequences from a static camera mounted on top of a building. While promising results have been shown, the interplay of objects with their environment is neglected and the focus is put on surveillance scenarios with a fixed camera viewpoint, limiting their applicability. In contrast, the method developed in this paper infers semantics at a higher level such as multi-object traffic patterns at intersections, in order to improve layout and object estimation. Importantly, we do inference at scenes that we have never seen before and our viewpoint is substantially lower compared to the surveillance scenario, which renders the problem very challenging.

3 Urban Scene Understanding

In this paper, we tackle the problem of understanding complex 3D traffic scenes from short video sequences. In particular, we are interested in inferring the scene layout (e.g., number and location of streets) as well as the 3D location and orientation of traffic participants (e.g., cars) from short video sequences captured onboard a driving vehicle. We assume a flat road surface and model the scene layout and all objects in the road coordinate system, which is located directly below the left camera in the last frame of the video using the yaw angle and coordinate axis illustrated in Fig. 2 (right) and Fig. 7.

The number and location of streets and vehicles are related to the image observations through our probabilistic model. In this section, we introduce all relevant notation, develop the geometric and probabilistic models and describe our inference and parameter learning procedure.

3.1 Geometric Model

Our geometric model is inspired by typical traffic scenes. We assume that the layout of the scene is dominated by up to four roads intersecting at a single location, the intersection center. All vehicles are either parked at the side of the road or drive on lanes and respect some basic rules such as right-handed traffic. Lanes are modeled using B-splines. All inbound and outbound streets are connected with a lane, except for U-turns. Road boundaries determine the border between drivable regions and areas that are likely to contain buildings and infrastructure.

Let \( \mathcal{R} = \{\kappa, c, w, r, \alpha\} \) be the set of random variables describing the road layout, where \( \kappa \in \{1, \ldots, 7\} \) denotes the topology of the intersection (see Fig. 2) and \( c = (x, z)^T \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) is the intersection center. Let \( w \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) be the street width and \( r \in [-\pi/4, \pi/4] \) the global rotation, i.e., the observer’s yaw orientation with respect to the incoming street. We define \( \alpha \in [-\pi/2, \pi/2] \) as the crossing angle, i.e., the relative orientation of the crossing street with respect to the incoming street. For simplicity, we assume that all opposing intersection arms are collinear and all streets share the same width. All variables are illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that our model is able to express straight roads, turns, three-armed and four-armed intersections.

For simplicity, we restrict our focus to two lanes per street, one incoming and one outgoing lane for each intersection arm. As vehicles are allowed to cross the intersection in any possible direction, we have \( K(K - 1) \) lanes for a \( K \)-armed intersection. For each street we model two parking areas, one at the left side and one at the right side, yielding \( 2K \) parking areas in total. Two (out of six) lanes of a 3-armed intersection as well as one parking area are illustrated in Fig. 3 (left).

Lane centerlines are modeled using quadratic B-splines [19] governed by five control points \( \{q_1, \ldots, q_5\} \),
which are located at the center of the lane as illustrated in Fig. 3 (right). The knot vector controlling the shape of the B-splines was chosen to be \((0 0 0 0 1 0.9 1 1 1)^T\), forcing the spline to interpolate all but the central control point. Empirically this resulted in realistic curvatures. Given all lane splines and all parking areas, we equidistantly define discrete vehicle locations \(s\) at 1 m intervals as illustrated in Fig. 3 (left) to allow for efficient inference of the scene layout and the vehicle locations.

### 3.2 Image Evidence

Besides the geometric model, we define a probabilistic model to explain the image evidence \(E = \{\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{V}, S, \mathcal{F}, O\}\) with vehicle tracklets \(\mathcal{T}\), vanishing points \(\mathcal{V}\), semantic scene labels \(S\), scene flow \(\mathcal{F}\) and occupancy grid \(O\). All features are mapped into the last frame of each sequence using visual odometry.

Let \(\mathcal{T} = \{t_1, \ldots, t_{N_t}\}\) be the set of vehicle tracklets that have been detected in the sequence. A vehicle tracklet \(t\) is defined as a sequence of object detections projected into bird's eye perspective \(t = \{d_1, \ldots, d_{M}d\}\). Here, \(d = (f_d, m_d, S_d, \alpha_d)\) denotes a single object detection with \(f_d \in \mathbb{N}\) the frame number, \(m_d \in \mathbb{R}^2, S_d \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 2}\) the mean and covariance describing the object location in road coordinates and \(\alpha_d \in \mathbb{R}^2\) the probability of the object facing into each of eight possible directions.

Let \(\mathcal{V} = \{v_1, \ldots, v_{N_v}\}\) be the set of vanishing points. We detect up to two vanishing points \((N_v \in \{0, 1, 2\})\) and represent each vanishing point by a single rotation angle around the yaw axis of the road coordinate system, i.e. \(v_i \in [0, \pi]\). The vertical vanishing point is non-informative for our task and not considered here. Let \(S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_{N_s}\}\) be the set of semantic labels. Here, \(N_s\) is the number of image patches of size \(n_s \times n_s\) pixels on a regular grid and \(s_i \in \Delta^2\) is a discrete probability distribution over the semantic categories road, background and sky. Both, vanishing points and scene flow, are computed in the last frame of each sequence as this yielded a good compromise between the quality of the results and computation time. Further, denote \(\mathcal{F} = \{f_1, \ldots, f_{N_f}\}\) the set of scene flow vectors capturing the 3D motion of the scene not explained by the observer’s egomotion. Each flow vector \(f = (p_f, q_f)\) is defined by its location \(p_f \in \mathbb{R}^2\) and velocity \(q_f \in \mathbb{R}^2\) on the road plane. All velocity vectors are normalized to \(\|q_f\|_2 = 1\) as our scene flow model does not explicitly reason about vehicle velocities. The occupancy grid \(O = \{p_1, \ldots, p_{N_o}\}\) is represented by \(N_o\) cells of size \(n_o \times n_o\) meters. Each cell \(p_i \in \{-1, 0, +1\}\) can be either free \((-1\)), occupied \((+1)\) or unobserved \((0)\). We postpone the discussion on feature extraction to Section 4 and describe our probabilistic model in this section.

### 3.3 Probabilistic Model

We assume that all observations \(E = \{\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{V}, S, \mathcal{F}, O\}\) are conditionally independent given the road layout \(\mathcal{R}\). As a consequence, the joint distribution over the image evidence \(E\) and the road parameters \(\mathcal{R}\) factorizes as

\[
 p(E, R|\Theta) = p(R|\Theta) \prod_{i=1}^{N_t} p(t_i|R, \Theta) \prod_{i=1}^{N_v} p(v_i|R, \Theta) \\
 \times \prod_{i=1}^{N_s} p(s_i|R, \Theta) \prod_{i=1}^{N_f} p(f_i|R, \Theta) \prod_{i=1}^{N_o} p(p_i|R, \Theta)
\]

where \(\Theta\) denotes the set of all parameters in our model. This is illustrated in the graphical model of Fig. 4.

#### 3.3.1 Prior

We define the prior on road parameters \(\mathcal{R}\) as

\[
 p(R|\Theta) = p(\kappa|\Theta) p(c, r, w|\kappa, \Theta) p(\alpha|\kappa, \Theta)
\]

with

\[
 \kappa \sim \text{Cat}(\xi_p) \\
 (c, r, \log w)^T \kappa \sim \mathcal{N}\left(\mu_p, \Lambda_p(\kappa)^{-1}\right) \\
 \alpha|\kappa \sim f_\kappa(\alpha, \sigma_\alpha)^{\lambda_p}
\]

where \(\text{Cat}(\cdot)\) denotes the categorical distribution and \(c, r\) and \(w\) are modeled jointly to capture correlations between the variables. The width \(w\) is modeled using a log-Normal distribution to enforce positivity. Empirically we found \(\alpha\) to be highly multi-modal. We thus model \(\alpha\) using kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel and bandwidth \(\sigma_\alpha\). The scalar \(\Lambda_p\) controls the importance of the crossing street prior. All parameters are learned from training data as detailed in Section 3.5.
3.3.2 Vehicle Tracklets

Assuming a uniform prior on all lanes and parking areas we model vehicle tracklets as

\[ p(t|R, \Theta) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} p(t, l|R) \]
\[ p(t, l|R) = p(l|R) p(t|l, R) \propto p(t|l, R) \]

where the tracklet index \( i \) and the dependency on the parameters \( \Theta \) have been dropped for clarity and the latent lane (or parking spot) index \( l \) has been marginalized. To evaluate the tracklet posterior for lanes \( p(t|l, R) \), we discretize the lane spline at 1 meter intervals and augment the observation model with an additional discrete latent variable \( s \) per object detection \( d \), which indexes the location on the lane, as illustrated in Fig. 3. We employ a simple left-to-right Hidden Markov Model to model the dynamics. Marginalizing over all hidden states \( s_1, \ldots, s_{M_d} \) yields

\[ p_i(t|l, R) = \sum_{s_1, \ldots, s_{M_d}} p(s_1) p_i(d_1|s_1, l, R) \]
\[ \quad \times \prod_{j=2}^{M_d} p(s_j|s_{j-1}) p_i(d_j|s_j, l, R) \]

where \( M_d \) denotes the number of object detections in the tracklet. We allow tracklets to start anywhere on the lane with equal probability. Our motion model is simple, yet effective. By constraining all tracklets to move forward with uniform probability, i.e.,

\[ p(s_j|s_{j-1}) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{M_l-s_{j-1}+1} & \text{if } s_j \geq s_{j-1} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

lanes on crossing streets can be distinguished purely based on the vehicle’s motion. Here, \( M_l \) is the number of spline points on lane \( l \). The emission probability for lanes \( p_i(d|s, l, R) \) is factorized into the object’s location and the object’s orientation

\[ p_i(d|s, l, R) = p(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) p(o_d|s, l, R) \]

The object location is modeled as a Gaussian mixture

\[ p(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) = (1 - \zeta_i) p_{in}(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) + \zeta_i p_{out}(m_d|s, l, R) \]

with inlier and outlier distributions defined by

\[ p_{in}(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{(\phi_i - m_d)^T S_d^{-1} (\phi_i - m_d)}{2} \right) \]
\[ p_{out}(m_d|s, l, R) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{m_d^T m_d}{2\sigma_{out}^2} \right) \]

respectively. Here, \( \phi_i(s, l, R) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) denotes the 2D location of spline point \( s \) on lane \( l \) according to the B-spline model presented in Section 3.1, \( \zeta_i \) is the outlier probability and \( \sigma_{out} \) is a parameter controlling the ‘spread’ of the outlier distribution.

For the object orientation likelihood, we impose a categorical distribution over 8 object orientations \( o_d \)

\[ p(o_d|s, l, R) = \prod_{i=1}^{8} \left[ \frac{\varphi_i(s, l, R)}{\sum_{j=1}^{8} \varphi_j(s, l, R)} \right] \]

where \( \varphi_i(s, l, R) \in \{1, \ldots, 8\} \) selects the orientation bin corresponding to the viewpoint relative to the observer. The relative viewing direction is computed from the tangent of lane \( l \) at spline point \( s \). Intuitively, Eq. (13) encourages lane associations such that the estimated vehicle orientation and the direction of the lane coincide.

As parking cars are static, the tracklet likelihood for parking areas reduces to

\[ p_p(t|l, R) = \sum_{s} \prod_{j=1}^{M_d} p(s) p_p(d_j|s, l, R) \]

assuming a uniform prior on the location \( s \). Note that we do not make any assumptions about the orientation of a parked car. Thus the emission probability becomes

\[ p_p(d|s, l, R) = \frac{1}{8} p(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) \]

with \( p(m_d|s, l, R, S_d) \) defined in Eq. (11).

3.3.3 Vanishing Points

We model the vanishing likelihood over \( v \in [0, \pi] \) as

\[ p(v|R, \Theta) \propto \zeta_v + (1 - \zeta_v) \exp (-\lambda_v \phi_v(v, R, \Theta)) \]

with orientation error

\[ \phi_v(v, R, \Theta) = 1 - \cos(2v - 2\varphi_v(R)) \]

derived from the von Mises distribution, which is a continuous probability distribution on the circle. Here, \( \zeta_v \) is a small constant capturing outlier detections, \( \varphi_v(R) \) is the orientation of the closest street, based on the current road model configuration \( R \), and \( \lambda_v \) is a precision parameter that controls the importance of this term.

3.3.4 Semantic Scene Labels

The semantic scene label likelihood [33] for each \( n_s \times n_s \) pixels image patch \( s \) is modeled as

\[ p(s|R, \Theta) \propto \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_s}{N_s} w_{s, \phi_s(R)} \cdot s_{\phi_s(R)} \right) \]

where \( N_s \) is the total number of image patches (see Section 4.3) and \( \lambda_s \) is a parameter controlling the importance of this cue. \( \phi_s(R) \in \{1, 2, 3\} \) selects the class label of \( s \) according to a “virtual” segmentation of the scene which depends on the reprojection of the road layout.
where $s_{\phi_o}(\mathcal{R})$ returns the probability of the class label given a semantic classifier. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. Additionally, the weight vector $w_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ controls the importance of each semantic class. Our model uses three classes: foreground (e.g., road), background (e.g., buildings, vegetation) and sky. To simplify matters, we assume that the background (i.e., buildings, trees) starts directly behind the curb of the road and buildings reach a height of four stories on average, thereby defining the background area which separates the sky from the road region. Facades adjacent to the observer’s own street are not considered. Despite these approximations, we have observed that many inner-city scenes in our dataset follow this scheme closely.

### 3.3.5 Scene Flow

In contrast to the tracklet observations, the 3D scene flow likelihood directly explains all moving objects in the scene given the road layout $\mathcal{R}$. Thus, moving objects that do not fit the appearance model of the car detector (e.g., trucks, tractors, quad bikes, motorbikes) are considered here as well. The probability of a scene flow vector depends on its proximity to the closest lane and on how well its velocity vector aligns with the tangent of the respective B-spline at the corresponding foot point

$$p(f|\mathcal{R},\Theta) \propto \phi_f(f,\mathcal{R},\Theta)^{+T}$$

where

$$\phi_f(l) = \zeta_f \exp \left( -\frac{\|p_f\|^2}{2\sigma^2_{out}} \right) + (1 - \zeta_f) \exp \left( -\tilde{\phi}_f(f,\mathcal{R},\Theta) \right)$$

$$\tilde{\phi}_f(l) = -\lambda_{f1} \|p_f - \varphi_f(p_f,\mathcal{R})\|^2 - \lambda_{f2}(1 - q_l^T \tilde{\varphi}_f(p_f,\mathcal{R}))$$

with parameters $\zeta_f, \lambda_{f1}, \lambda_{f2}, \sigma_{out}$. Here, $\zeta_f$ accounts for outliers and $\lambda_{f1}$ and $\lambda_{f2}$ control the importance of the location and the orientation agreement. $N_f$ normalizes for the number of scene flow vectors and, similar to the vehicle tracklet model from Section 3.3.2, $\sigma_{out}$ denotes the width of the outlier distribution. The functions $\varphi_f(p_f,\mathcal{R}) \in \mathbb{R}^2$ and $\tilde{\varphi}_f(p_f,\mathcal{R}) \in \mathbb{R}^2$ return the spline foot point and tangent vector at the location closest to $p_f$, respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. The dependencies are modeled as a hard mixture, i.e. for each flow vector we select the spline $l$ that maximizes Eq. (19).

### 3.3.6 Occupancy Grid

We assume that the road area should coincide with free space while non-road areas may be covered by buildings or vegetation. Thus, we use stereo information to compute an occupancy grid, which represents occupied and free-space in bird’s eye perspective, see Fig. 1 (middle) for an illustration. The occupancy likelihood of each cell $\rho$ in the grid is modeled as follows

$$p(\rho|\mathcal{R},\Theta) \propto \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_o}{N_o} \rho \cdot \phi_o(\rho,\mathcal{R}) \right)$$

where $\phi_o(\rho,\mathcal{R}) \in \{w_o,1,w_o,2,w_o,3\}$ is a mapping that for any cell $\rho \in \{-1,0,+1\}$ returns the value (or weight) of a model-dependent geometric prior expressing the belief on the location of free space (i.e., road) and buildings alongside the road. The geometric prior is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case of a right turn. Intuitively, it encourages free space where the road is located and obstacles elsewhere, with a preference towards the roadside region. $\lambda_o$ controls the strength of this term.

### 3.4 Inference

As inference is a key component for learning we start with a discussion on how to obtain samples from the joint distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques. Given the image evidence $\mathcal{E}$, we are interested in determining the underlying road layout $\mathcal{R}$ and the location of cars $C = \{(l,s)\}$ in the scene, where $l$ denotes the lane index and $s$ contains the spline points of all detections in a tracklet. Unfortunately, the posteriors involved in this computation have no analytical solution and cannot be computed in closed form. Thus we approximate them using Metropolis-Hastings sampling [4]. To keep computations tractable, we split the problem into two sub-problems: We first estimate $\mathcal{R}$ while marginalizing $C$ as

$$\hat{\mathcal{R}} = \arg\max_{\mathcal{R}} p(\mathcal{R}|\mathcal{E},\Theta) = \arg\max_{\mathcal{R}} \sum_C p(\mathcal{R},C|\mathcal{E},\Theta)$$

through Eq. (1), Eq. (8) and Eq. (14). Given an estimate of $\mathcal{R}$, we infer the object locations $C$ as

$$\hat{C} = \arg\max_C p(C|\mathcal{E},\hat{\mathcal{R}},\Theta)$$

Both steps are detailed in the following.

#### 3.4.1 Inferring the Road Layout

For maximizing Eq. (21), we draw $n_{inf}$ samples using Markov Chain Monte Carlo and select the one with the highest probability as our MAP estimate $\mathcal{R}$. We exploit a combination of local, inter-topology and global moves to obtain a well-mixing Markov chain. While local moves modify $\mathcal{R}$ only slightly, global moves sample $\mathcal{R}$ directly from the prior. This ensures a quick traversal of the search space, while still exploring local modes. For local moves we choose symmetric proposals in the form of Gaussians centered on the previous state. Table
Unfortunately, maximizing Eq. (26) directly for \( \Theta \) is intractable due to the partition function. Instead, we conditioned on \( i \), neglecting the tracklet index the inference problem decomposes into sub-problems.
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Table 1: Metropolis-Hastings Proposals for Inference. We randomly chose a local, inter-topology or global move with uniform probability.

1 gives an overview of the move categories which are selected at random. Each sample requires the evaluation of \( p(R|E, \Theta) \) up to a normalizing constant. The marginalization in Eq. (8) can be carried out efficiently using the forward algorithm for hidden Markov models. To avoid trans-dimensional moves, we include \( \alpha \) in all models.

3.4.2 Inferring the Location of Objects

Given the road model \( R \), we are now interested in recovering the location of cars \( C = \{ (l_1, s_1), \ldots, (l_N, s_N) \} \). Conditioned on \( R \), all tracklets become independent and the inference problem decomposes into sub-problems. Neglecting the tracklet index \( i \) for clarity, and observing that \( p(t) \) is constant, \( \hat{l} \) can be inferred by computing the marginal over object locations

\[
\hat{l} = \arg \max_l p(l|t, R) = \arg \max_l p(t, l|R) \quad (23)
\]

with \( p(t,l|R) \) defined by Eq. (7). Given \( l \), we have

\[
\hat{s}_1, \ldots, \hat{s}_{M_d} = \arg \max_{s_1, \ldots, s_{M_d}} p(t, s_1, \ldots, s_{M_d}|l, R) \quad (24)
\]

which can be easily inferred using Viterbi decoding for hidden Markov models [8].

3.5 Learning

The parameters \( \Theta = \{ \lambda_p, \xi_p, \lambda_t, \lambda_v, \lambda_s, \lambda_{f1}, \lambda_{f2}, \lambda_o \} \) of our model are learned from held-out training data using maximum likelihood and contrastive divergence [37]. Let \( (E, R) \) be a training set with \( E = \{ E_1, \ldots, E_D \} \) denoting the image evidence and \( R = \{ R_1, \ldots, R_D \} \) the annotated road layout of each sequence. The parameter set \( \hat{\Theta} \) maximizing the likelihood of the data is given by

\[
\hat{\Theta} = \arg \max_{\Theta} p(E, R|\Theta) \quad (25)
\]

with

\[
p(E, R|\Theta) = \prod_{d=1}^{D} p(E_d, R_d|\Theta) \quad (26)
\]

Unfortunately, maximizing Eq. (26) directly for \( \Theta \) is intractable due to the partition function. Instead, we rewrite \( p(E_d, R_d|\Theta) \) in terms of a Gibbs random field

\[
p(E_d, R_d|\Theta) = \frac{1}{Z_d(\Theta)} \exp (-\Psi(E_d, R_d, \Theta)) \quad (27)
\]

where \( \Psi(E_d, R_d, \Theta) \) is the sum of a set of potential functions \( \{ \psi_i \} \) corresponding to the probability distributions in Section 3.3 which are described at the end of this section. The log-likelihood function is given by

\[
L(E, R|\Theta) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \log p(E_d, R_d|\Theta)
\]

Taking the partial derivative of \( L(E, R|\Theta) \) with respect to a parameter \( \theta_i \in \Theta \), we obtain

\[
\frac{\partial L(E, R|\Theta)}{\partial \theta_i} = -\sum_{d=1}^{D} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_i} \Psi(E_d, R_d, \Theta) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_i} \log Z_d(\Theta) \right) \quad (29)
\]

While the first term is easy to evaluate, the second term can be rewritten as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_i} \log Z_d(\Theta) = \frac{1}{Z_d(\Theta)} \int \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_i} \exp(-\Psi(E_d, R_d, \Theta)) dR
\]

\[
= -\left \langle \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_i} \Psi(E_d, R, \Theta) \right \rangle_{p(E_d,R|\Theta)} \quad (30)
\]

where \( \langle \cdot \rangle_{p(\cdot)} \) denotes the expected value with respect to \( p(\cdot) \). Note that in contrast to [37] the potentials \( \Psi \) additionally depend on \( E_d \) in our case. While it is impossible to evaluate this expression exactly, it can be approximated by drawing samples using MCMC as described in Section 3.4. Sampling exhaustively from the model distribution is computationally prohibitive. We therefore make use of contrastive divergence [37], and instead of running the Markov chain until convergence, we only run it for a small number of \( n_{\text{learn}} \) iterations per gradient update. By starting the chain at the training data we obtain samples in all places where we want the model distribution to be accurate. Running the MCMC sampler for a couple of iterations already draws the samples closer to the model distribution. For more details and derivations we refer the interested reader to [28], [37].

**Energy Potentials:** The joint potential \( \Psi(E, R, \Theta) \) in Eq. (27) decomposes as

\[
\Psi(E, R, \Theta) = \psi_p(R, \Theta) + \psi_t(T, R, \Theta) + \psi_v(V, R, \Theta)
\]

\[
+ \psi_s(S, R, \Theta) + \psi_f(F, R, \Theta) + \psi_o(O, R, \Theta)
\]

using the same subscript notation as in Eq. (1). Taking the logarithm of Eq. (2) we obtain

\[
\psi_p(R, \Theta) = -\lambda_p \log f_x(\alpha) - \sum_{i=1}^{7} [\kappa = i] \log \xi_p i
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \phi_p(R, \mu_p^{(c)} T \Lambda_p^{(c)} \phi_p(R, \mu_p^{(c)}) \quad (31)
\]

with \( \phi_p(R, \mu_p^{(c)}) = (c, r, log w)^T - \mu_p^{(c)} \). We set \( \mu_p \in \mathbb{R}^4 \) and \( \Lambda_p \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \) to their empiric marginals and learn \( \xi_p, \lambda_p \in \Theta \) using the approach described in Section 3.5.
The derivatives are readily derived from Eq. (31). Taking the logarithm of Eq. (6) - (20) we obtain:

\[ \psi_t = -\frac{\lambda_t}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} \log \sum_{l=1}^{L} p(t_i, l|R) \]

\[ \psi_v = -\sum_{i=1}^{N_v} \log \left[ \zeta_v + (1 - \zeta_v) \exp \left( -\lambda_v \phi_v(v_i, R, \Theta) \right) \right] \]

\[ \psi_s = -\frac{\lambda_s}{N_s} \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} w_s \phi_s(R, s_i, \phi_s(R)) \]

\[ \psi_f = -\frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \log \phi_f(f_i, R, \Theta), \quad \psi_o = -\frac{\lambda_o}{N_o} \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \phi_o(R) \]

Here, we have added an additional degree of freedom \( \lambda_t \) to the tracklet potential \( \psi_t \), which accommodates for violations of the naïve Bayesian observation model and controls the relative strength of the tracklet feature with respect to the prior and all other features.

4 IMAGE EVIDENCE

This section describes the feature cues used by our probabilistic model described in Section 3.3. Using motion information from visual odometry, we represent all features in the reference coordinate system which is located on the road surface below the left camera coordinate system in the last frame of each sequence, as illustrated in Fig. 7. While vehicle tracklets, vanishing points and semantic scene labels can be computed from a monocular video stream, the scene flow and occupancy grid features require a stereo setup. The importance of each of these cues is investigated in our experiments.

4.1 Vehicle Tracklets

We define a tracklet as a set of object detections, projected into bird’s eye perspective \( t = \{ d_1, \ldots, d_{N_d} \} \) with \( d = (f_d, m_d, S_d, o_d) \). Here, \( f_d \in \mathbb{N} \) is the frame number and \( m_d \in \mathbb{R}^3, S_d \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 2} \) are the mean and covariance matrix of the object location. \( o_d \in \mathbb{R}^8 \) describes the probability of the vehicle being viewed from any of 8 possible orientations. Our goal now is to associate object detections to tracklets and project them into 3D using cues such as the object size or the bounding box ground contact point in combination with the height and the pitch angle of the camera. Association of detections to tracklets is performed in image-scale space to better account for uncertainties of the object detector.

For detection, we train the part-based object detector of [25] on a large set of manually annotated images. As our training set comprises ground truth orientation labels, we modify the latent SVM [25] such that the latent component variables are fixed to the orientations. We normalize \( o \) to one using the softmax transformation, applied to the scores of all detections that overlap the non-maximum-suppressed ones.

Tracking is performed in two simple stages. First, we associate all object detections frame-by-frame using the Hungarian method [45]. The affinity matrix is computed using geometry and appearance cues of the object. As geometry cue we employ the bounding box intersection-over-union score. The appearance cue is computed by correlating the bounding box region in the previous frame with the bounding box region in the current frame, using a small margin (20%) to account for the localization uncertainty of the object detector. In a second stage we associate tracklets to each other. We allow for bridging occlusions of up to 20 frames and make use of the Hungarian algorithm for optimal tracklet association.

Towards this goal, we employ a geometry cue [28] that predicts the object location and size from the bounding boxes in the other tracklet. Similar to above, object appearance is compared via normalized cross-correlation.

Given the associated bounding boxes, we estimate the 3D location of the vehicles relative to the camera. Let \((u, v)^T\) be the image coordinates of the object’s bounding box bottom-center and let \(w, h\) be its width and height. Let \((x, 0, z)^T\) be the 3D location of an object in ground plane coordinates \(y = 0\) as illustrated in Fig. 7. Further, let \(\Delta x, \Delta y\) be the object width and height in meters, measured via parallel-projection to the \(z = 0\) plane. Finally, let \(o\) denote the MAP orientation of the vehicle as returned by the object detector. Assuming a uniform prior over \(x, z\), the posterior on the object’s 3D location can be factorized as \(p(x, z | u, v) p(z | w, \Delta x, o) p(z | h, \Delta y)\). Here, the first term relates the bounding box position \((u, v)^T\) to the 3D location \((x, 0, z)^T\) and the second and last term model the relationship between the distance \(z\) and the width \(w\) and height \(h\) of the bounding box.

As the bounding box width varies with the orientation of a vehicle, \(p(z | w, \Delta x, o)\) depends on \(o\). We learn a separate set of parameters for each \(o\), but will drop this dependency in the following for clarity of presentation. Let \(x, z | u, v \sim N(\mu_1, \Lambda_1^{-1})\), \(z | w, \Delta x \sim N(\mu_2, \Lambda_2^{-2})\) and \(z | h, \Delta y \sim N(\mu_3, \Lambda_3^{-2})\). Then, \(x, z | u, v, w, h, \Delta x, \Delta y \sim N(\mu, \Sigma)\) with

\[
\mu = \Sigma \Lambda_1 \mu_1 + \Sigma \Lambda_2 [0] \mu_2 + \Sigma \Lambda_3 [0] \mu_3^	op
\]

\[
\Sigma = (\Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 + \Lambda_3)^{-1}
\]

(32)

where \(\Lambda_1\) has full rank and \(\Lambda_2, \Lambda_3\) are singular matrices of the form \(\Lambda_2 = \text{diag}(0, \lambda_2)\) and \(\Lambda_3 = \text{diag}(0, \lambda_3)\).

Assuming a standard pinhole camera model we have

\[
[u \ v \ 1]^	op = P_{3 \times 4} [x \ 0 \ z \ 1]^	op
\]

(33)
where $\mathbf{P} = \mathbf{K} \mathbf{T} \mathbf{R}$ is the product of a calibration matrix $\mathbf{K}^{3\times3}$, the transformation from ground plane coordinates to camera coordinates $\mathbf{T}^{3\times4}$ and an additional pitch error $\theta$, parameterized by the rotation matrix $\mathbf{R}^{4\times4}(\theta)$. Given $[u \; v]^T$ we obtain $[x \; z]^T$ by solving the linear system $\mathbf{A} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ z \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{b}$ with

$$\begin{bmatrix} uP_3 - P_1 \\ uP_3 - P_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} uP_3 - P_1 \\ uP_3 - P_2 \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad \mathbf{b} = \begin{bmatrix} P_1 - uP_3 \\ P_2 - uP_3 \end{bmatrix}$$

where we have made use of $(\theta)_{p(\theta)} = 0$. The covariance of $[x \; z]^T$ can be approximated using error propagation

$$\Sigma_1 = \Sigma_1^{-1} = \mathbf{J} \Sigma_1 \mathbf{J}^T$$

where the Jacobian $\mathbf{J} \in \mathbb{R}^{3\times3}$ is given by

$$\mathbf{J} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial}{\partial u} \mathbf{A} \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{b} & \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{b} & \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{b} \end{pmatrix}$$

with $\frac{\partial}{\partial (\mathbf{A}^{-1})} \mathbf{A}^{-1} = (\theta \mathbf{b} - \theta \mathbf{A} \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{b})$. Furthermore, for a pinhole camera with focal length $f$ we have $\mu_2 = z = \frac{f_\Delta x}{w}$. We obtain the precision in $z$ as

$$\lambda_2 = \sigma_2^{-2}, \quad \sigma_2^2 = \mathbf{J} \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_w^2 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_{\Delta x}^2 \end{bmatrix} \mathbf{J}^T, \quad \mathbf{J} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{f_\Delta x}{w} & \frac{f}{w} \end{bmatrix}$$

Similarly, we have $\mu_3 = z = \frac{f_\Delta y}{h} w$ with precision

$$\lambda_3 = \sigma_3^{-2}, \quad \sigma_3^2 = \mathbf{J} \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_h^2 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_{\Delta y}^2 \end{bmatrix} \mathbf{J}^T, \quad \mathbf{J} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{f_\Delta y}{w} & \frac{f}{h} \end{bmatrix}$$

The unknown parameters of the proposed projection model $\sigma_u, \sigma_v, \sigma_w, \sigma_h, \Delta x, \Delta y, \sigma_{\Delta x}$ and $\sigma_{\Delta y}$ are determined empirically from a held-out training set composed of 1020 stereo images with 3634 annotated vehicle 2D bounding boxes, including orientation labels (8 bins). The object depth is computed from the median disparity within the respective bounding box. and computed the corresponding disparity maps. Due to the characteristics of sliding-window detectors, we expect the noise to be dependent on the object scale. We model this relationship using linear regression with respect to the bounding box height $h$. We learn a separate $\Delta x$ for each of three car orientation classes illustrated in Fig. 8.

As the raw 3D location estimates $\{(m, S)\}$ are noisy due to the low camera viewpoint, the uncertainties in the object detector and the ground plane estimation process, we temporally integrate detections within a tracklet $t$ using a Kalman smoother [40] assuming constant velocity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta x_1$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_2$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_3$</th>
<th>$\Delta y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8: Object Size Statistics. $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ are the width and height after parallel projection to $z = 0$. Cars in our dataset are $\sim 1.9$m wide and $\sim 4.3$m long.

Fig. 9: Structured Line Segments. ROC classification results into structure and clutter (left). Qualitative results from Kosecka et al. [43] (top-right) vs. our method (bottom-right). Red corresponds to structure.

### 4.2 Vanishing Points

We detect up to two vanishing points $\mathcal{V} = \{v_1, \ldots, v_{N_v}\}$ in the last frame of each sequence, where a vanishing point is defined by a rotation angle around the $y$-axis in road coordinates, i.e. we assume that all vanishing lines are collinear with the ground plane and $v_i$ represents the yaw angle. All 3D lines that are collinear with a vanishing line intersect at the same vanishing point. For typical scenarios, two vanishing points are dominant: One which is collinear with the forward facing street and one which is collinear with the crossing street. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In order to detect vanishing points we make use of the method described by Kosecka et al. [43], which we have modified slightly for taking into account the known camera calibration information. We restrict the search space such that all vanishing lines are collinear with the ground plane. Additionally, we relax the model to also allow for non-orthogonal vanishing points as this is required by the intersection types encountered in our dataset. Unfortunately, traditional vanishing point detection methods [7], [43] require relatively clean scenarios and tend to fail in the presence of clutter such as cast shadows or defects in the road surface. We learn a k-nearest-neighbor classifier based on a held-out annotated set of 185 images, in which all detected line segments have been manually labeled as either structure (e.g., road markings, building facades) or clutter. The classifier’s confidence on structure is used as a weight in the vanishing point voting process. Details on the feature set which we use can be found in [33].

Fig. 9 (left) shows the ROC curve for classifying lines into structure and clutter. The curves have been obtained by adjusting $k$ for the k-nn classifier in the learning based method and by varying the inlier threshold for [43]. Fig. 9 (right) compares the classification results for a particular scene: While the cast shadows in the lower-left part of the image causes wrong evidence for traditional detectors (top), the proposed classification step is able to reject most of these line segments (bottom).

### 4.3 Semantic Scene Labels

For extracting semantic information in the form of scene labels we use the joint boosting framework proposed in [58] to learn a strong classifier. Following [61], we
divide the last image of each sequence into patches of size $n_x \times n_y$ pixels and classify them into the categories road, background and sky. Details on the feature set can be found in [33]. In order to avoid hard decisions and to interpret the boosting confidences as probabilities we apply the softmax transformation [46] to the resulting scores. The semantic label of a single patch is defined as $s \in \Delta^2$, where $\Delta^2$ is the unit 2-simplex, i.e., the space of possible categorical distributions. For training, we use a held out dataset of 200 hand-labeled images. After softmax normalization we obtain a label distribution $s$ for each image patch $s \in S$, which is used in our semantic scene label likelihood described in Section 3.3.4.

### 4.4 Scene Flow and Egomotion

We compute the vehicle’s egomotion and 3D scene flow using the method presented in [34]. Towards this goal we accumulate all vectors in the reference (road) coordinate system, compensate the egomotion and threshold them by their length, i.e., we remove short vectors that are likely to belong to the static environment. As the 3D scene flow likelihood doesn’t account for object velocities, we normalize all flow vectors to unit length and project them onto the road plane as illustrated in Fig. 1 (red arrows in occupancy grid).

### 4.5 Occupancy Grid

Buildings represent obstacles in the scene and thus should never coincide with drivable regions (road). This assumption is incorporated into the occupancy grid feature. We construct a 2D grid in road plane coordinates from disparity measurements which classifies the area in front of the vehicle into the categories obstacle, free space and unobserved cells as illustrated in Fig. 1.

We make use of the efficient large-scale stereo matching algorithm ELAS [32] to compute disparity maps for each frame in each sequence. Given the disparity maps and the motion estimates from Section 4.4, we compute a 2D occupancy grid of the environment in reference road coordinates, representing obstacles and drivable (road) areas. The occupancy grid is obtained by assuming spatial independency amongst cells, applying the discrete Bayes filter [57] and ignoring moving objects (tracklets, scene flow).

## 5 Experimental Evaluation

We recorded a dataset of 113 video sequences of real traffic with a duration of 5 to 30 seconds each. This corresponds to a total of 9438 frames or $\sim 944$ seconds. All sequences end when entering the intersection, i.e., when the autonomous system would need to take a decision. Fig. 11 shows the large variability in appearance. We annotate the data using GoogleMaps aerial images. For each intersection in the database we labeled the center of the intersection as well as the number, orientation and width of the intersecting streets in bird’s eye perspective.

We then map the annotated geometry into the road coordinate system using the GPS coordinates of the vehicle. Note that the GPS is only used for annotation. Additionally, for all vehicle tracklets that have been detected by the approach described in Section 4.1, we annotate their lane index $l$, including parking. For vehicles that have been associated to a lane, the tangent at the closest foot point of lane $l$ is used as object orientation ground truth. Furthermore, we manually annotate all lanes in each scenario with a binary label indicating whether the lane is active, i.e., whether vehicles move on that lane.

### 5.1 Settings

Our experiments evaluate the performance of the proposed system as well as the importance of each individual feature cue, abbreviated as

- $P =$ Prior (see Section 3.3.1)
- $T =$ Tracklets (see Section 3.3.2)
- $V =$ Vanishing Lines (see Section 3.3.3)
- $S =$ Semantic labels (see Section 3.3.4)
- $F =$ Scene Flow (see Section 3.3.5)
- $O =$ Occupancy Grid (see Section 3.3.6)

To gain insights into the strengths and weaknesses of each cue, we evaluate the prior alone, all terms individually (PT, PV, PS, PF, PO), all terms but one (PVSFO, PTSFO, PTVFO, PTVSO, PTVSF) and the full model (PTVSFO). For each setting we learn a separate set of parameters.

For evaluating the proposed model, we leverage 10-fold cross-validation and learn the model parameters $\Theta = \{\lambda_p, \xi_p, \lambda_t, \lambda_v, \lambda_s, \lambda_{f1}, \lambda_{f2}, \lambda_o\}$ in each fold using contrastive divergence, as described in Section 3.5. All parameters are initialized to $\theta_i = 1$. Convergence typically occurred after 150-250 gradient ascent steps. We excluded $\zeta_t$, $\zeta_o$ and $\zeta_f$ from the maximum likelihood estimation process described in Section 3.5 as we found them hard to optimize. Instead, we estimated them using cross-validation. All parameters which are not part of $\Theta$ have been determined empirically and are summarized in Table 2. Inference is performed by drawing $n_{in,f} = 10,000$ samples and computing the MAP solution. Our mixed C++/MATLAB implementation requires $\sim 8$ seconds per frame for inference and about an hour for learning the model parameters on a standard PC using 8 CPU cores. Most time is spent on feature extraction, especially object detection.

### 5.2 Topology and Geometry

To judge the performance of the proposed model, we evaluate the estimation results of each setting against several metrics. First, we measure the accuracy in topology estimation, which is the percentage of all 113 cases in which the correct topology $\kappa$ has been recovered. We propose three geometric metrics: average Euclidean error when estimating the intersection center, average street orientation error and the road area overlap. Regarding the street orientation, we assign each street to...
its (rotationally) closest counterpart in the ground truth layout in order to decouple the orientation measure from the estimated topology \( \kappa \). More precisely, we take the layout with the smaller number of streets and assign all streets to their closest counterparts in the layout with the larger number of streets. Finally, the road area overlap measures to which extend the estimated road layout overlaps with the ground truth by computing the intersection-over-union of both road areas. Here, the road area is defined as the concave hull enclosing all streets up to a distance of three times the average ground truth street width.

As evidenced by Table 3, each feature is able to improve results compared to the prior (column 1-6). The strongest cues in our framework are tracklets, 3D scene flow and the occupancy grid features. This indicates that despite its noisy nature, depth information is very important. The smallest gain in performance is observed for the vanishing point feature as it only improves performance in combination with other cues.

Performance improves further when combining features. In terms of topology estimation, the best results have been obtained by making use of all information. Regarding the geometric error measures all settings that include the occupancy grid feature perform comparably well. This leads us to the conclusion that occupancy information is complementary information, while other cues such as 3D scene flow and vehicle tracklets can partly replace each other.

5.3 Tracklet Associations and Semantic Activities

Besides the geometric reasoning discussed so far, an important aspect in real-world applications is to understand the scene at a higher level. This includes the association of vehicle tracklets to lanes (‘Tracklet Accuracy’ in Table 3) as well as the detection of active lanes (‘Lane Accuracy’ in Table 3), where we assume a single lane connecting each inbound with each outbound street, as described in Section 3.1. With active we refer to lanes on which at least one vehicle is moving. For evaluating the above mentioned metrics we extract all unique tracklets, defined by a minimum length of 10 meters. We define a lane as active if at least one tracklet has been uniquely assigned to it. The tracklet and lane accuracies for all settings are depicted in Table 3 (rows 5 and 6). As expected, the best results are obtained when either the 3D scene flow or the vehicle tracklet features are present, with 80% accuracy in tracklet associations and 90% accuracy in detecting active lanes.

5.4 Object Detection and Orientation Estimation

As we have shown in Section 5.2, objects help in estimating the layout and geometry of the scene. On the other hand, knowledge about the road layout should also help in improving the performance of object detectors, both in accuracy and object orientation estimation.

First, we re-estimate the orientations of all objects that are used as input to our model. For associating the tracklets to lanes and the detections to lane spline points, we employ the inference procedure described in Section 3.4.2. We select the tangent angle at the associated spline’s foot point \( s \) on the inferred lane \( l \) as our novel orientation estimate. Table 3 (row 7) shows that we are able to significantly reduce the orientation error of moving vehicles from 32.6 degrees, corresponding to the orientation error of the raw detections (not depicted in the table), down to 14.0 degrees when using our model in combination with vehicle tracklets or 3D scene flow.

We also manually annotated all cars in the last frame of each sequence using 2D bounding boxes, yielding 355 labeled car instances in total. Given the object detections and the inferred road geometry from Section 5.2, we re-score each object detection by adding the following term to the scores of [25]

\[
0.5 \left[ \max_l \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta_l^2}{2w^2} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \exp \left( -\frac{(x_i - \mu_i)^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right) \right] - 1
\]

Here \( \Delta_l \) is the distance of a car detection to lane spline \( l \), \( w \) is the estimated street width and \( \{\mu_i, \sigma_i\} \) are mean and standard deviation of the object width, height and position, respectively. These estimates are obtained from a held-out training set using maximum likelihood estimation. Fig. 10 depicts the precision-recall curves for the L-SVM baseline [25] and our approach. Note that our geometric and topological constraints increase detection performance significantly, improving average precision.
from 69.9% to 74.2%. The benefits of including this knowledge into the detection process are also illustrated in Fig. 10 (right). In order to include the partly occluded car to the right into the detection result, the threshold of the baseline has to be lowered to a value which produces two false positives (top). In contrast, our re-scored ranking is able to handle this case (bottom).

### 5.5 Qualitative Results

Fig. 11 illustrates our inference results for the setting 'PTVSFO', with the most likely lanes for each unique tracklet, indicated by an arrow. The ego-vehicle (observer) is depicted in black. For most sequences the road layout has been estimated correctly and the vehicles have been assigned to the correct lanes. Only vehicles that are very far away or visible only for a couple of frames pose problems in terms of their lane associations. However, note that in many cases this didn’t affect the estimated layout. More results can be found in our supplementary video which is available from our project website.²

### 6 Conclusions and Future Directions

We have developed an approach that allows autonomous vehicles to estimate the layout of urban intersections based on onboard stereo imagery alone. Our model does not rely on strong prior knowledge such as intersection maps, but infers all information from different types of visual features that describe the static environment of the crossroads (i.e., facades of houses) and the motions of objects (i.e., cars) in the scene. Different from previous approaches, our method does not rely on traditional features like lane markings or curb stones which are often unavailable in urban scenarios. While we found performance improvements for all features, occupancy grids as well as vehicle tracklets and 3D scene flow have been identified as the strongest and most important cues.

To accommodate for the ambiguities in the visual information we developed a probabilistic model to describe the appearance of the proposed features relative to the intersection geometry. We utilized Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling for inference to cope with the complex relationship between the crossroad layout and the appearance of the features. As evidenced by the experiments, our approach is able to recognize urban intersections reliably with an accuracy of up to 90% on a data set of 113 realistic real-world intersections. For most of these intersections, traditional approaches based on lane markings and curb stones would have failed due to the absence of these feature cues. Moreover, we found that context from our model helps to improve the performance of state-of-the-art object detectors in terms of detecting objects as well as estimating their orientation.

Our approach serves as basis for future improvements. Currently, the assumption that tracklets are independent can lead to implausible configurations such as cars colliding with each other. Including higher-level background knowledge on how cars can pass an intersection will help to reduce ambiguities and increase robustness. Furthermore, improved sensor observations and more computing power will allow for more accurate motion models and lane representations. Another interesting direction of research will be to integrate information from other traffic participants (e.g., pedestrians) into the model to perform collaborative inference.
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